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The city has its language, and one can 
discover it all along its walls. Political walls 
in the Latin-American cities; mercantile 
walls in the streets of Hongkong, escape 
walls in California; testimonial walls in 
Egypt' - the walls of the ci ty are the 
receptacles of the pulsations of local 
socio-economic structure. 

Observation of Dakar's walls makes it 
possible to read its economic and social 
duality, and to understand it better The 
walls of the Plateau 1 in Dakar are marked 
with symbols of the enclave, the bridge
head of an imported economy and culture. 
Thus the Dakarois from the Plateau will go 
make his purchases A la table franr,;aise, 
will spend his afternoon in the air
conditioned universe of the Ie Bruxelles tea 
room, and, in the evening, will be able to 
drink in other images from other places at 
the Le Paris cinema These messages are 
joined by advertising ploys pushing the 
goods of the multinationals. The Marlboro 
cowboy, the Gervais Eskimo and the little 
Michelin man are not absent from the 
Dakar walls. 

It may be of interest hel e to mention the 
motifs decorating the nursery schools of 
the fine districts. The latter are particularly 
short on inspiration and - often referring 
to the "Disneylanded" culture of Bambi 
and Donald Duck - they are the first 
instruments of the undertaking of brain 
washing and cultural alienation that Third 
World schools have become 

Little by little, these images shape the 
mentalities and the consumption patterns 
of the inhabitants of the Plateau In this 
sense, the privileged Dakarois hardly 
differs from the inhabitant of the Parisian 
"metropolis" or of the fine districts of the 
Third World's great cities 

It is a different story with the other Dakar, 
the Dakar of the working-class districts. 
The images offered us are different, less 
polished, less finished; but also less 
stereotyped, better anchored in the myths 
and the legends of popular culture It is 
quite true that there is an African tradition 
of wall painting, which one finds in the 
symbolic decorations of the Dogon or 
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"Le Pmis" cinema in the Plateau distlict of Dakar 

Photo J J GuibbeJt 

"A la table franqaise" geneJaI stOle The I efeJences to modernity have not always managed to ensure 
promotion of establishments 

Photo J J Guibbell 
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The "Plateau" ot Dakm - symhols oj imp oiled cultwe 
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Gurunsi houses' in West Africa, or in the 
more recent production of paintings fixed 
on glass from Dakar', which probably 
inspired today's wall paintings 

The mural paintings of Dakar stem from 
several sources 

First of all, there was the period following 
independence. One could believe at that 
time that a new Senegal was being built Its 
slogan was modernity! The wood and 
cement block huts of the Dakar medinas 
were covered with signs of hope, sym
bolized by the emblems of the artisans' 
workshops. 

For some people, modernity signified an 
external tropism Thus, for example, there 
was a Tiep bou dien with Paris diploma, 
and there is now an Air France traditional 
jewelry shop, or "Franco-Senegalese 
specialities" are served at the Islam 
Restaurant in Grand Yoff In this way, the 
small urban producers try to make the 
most of imported labels and to reproduce 
the guarantees thought to be offered in the 
city center by the doctors' copper office 
plaques reading interns of the Paris 
hospitals. 

Still, for the majority of people, this 
reference to modernity represented some
thing else. It was a way of giving an image 
of oneself that differed from the miserable 
imagery generally made of these districts 
and of their activities by the technocrats 
and the journalists on the spot. 

These references are often the doing of 
small producers or retailers who offer the 
symbols of modernity for the consumption 
by the working classes The seller of radio 
or television sets urges the public to "call 
on your specialist" The Pikine photo
grapher shows himself, a technician in 
white coat, in a Vasarely-style setting The 
mechanic who plays around with a few 
wheezy cars dresses up his front window 
with racing cars that animate the dreams of 
the district's adolescents. The tailors' 
shops play the same kind of game, pro
posing a kind of short-run consumption 
requiring quick changes in models, while 
basing themselves on a constantly renewed 
image of modernity It is rare for a tailor to 
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"Modern" jewelry shop ill all old disnict of the city celltel 
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A "modelll" restalllallt ill Rebeuss 

Photo J J GllibbeJt 



Wall of a clothing workshop ill Pikine shallty toWIl 
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"Modern" photographer in front of his shop in Pikine decorated "ti la Vasarely" 
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Painters offixes, a Senegalese liaditional of 
populill imago)' paillted 011 the /eve/se side of 
pieces of glass POI traits, scenes of daily life, 
hWllOl istic dlawings, myths and legelldl', and 
hil'torical or religiolls figwes inspile the painte/s 
of fixes 

Photo J J Guibbell 
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The "Medina" version offashion catalogues 

Photo: J J Guibbert 

In Saint Louis, a reference to the tradition 
of elegance of its women 

Photo: J J Guibbert. 
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The Great Mosque of Touba on the WOl kshop of an aluminium smeltel in Rebeuss 

Photo J J Guibbell 
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Mouride iconography The wall signs of the dibiteries (selling grilled meats) refel to the profession or 
religious membership 

Photo' J J Guibbert 
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Mow ide iconography The wall signs of the dibiteries (selling glilled meats) lefer to the profession or religious membership 
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Photoglaphel 's shop in Pikine 
belonging to a Mouride 

Photo J J Gllibbel t 

choose to present a traditional garment as 
a business image. The usual front of a 
tailor's workshop is that of a young, 
modern, emancipated couple. The man 
wears an "elephant-foot" pair of trousers, 
while the woman has her waist caught in a 
colorful two-piece outfit That is the 
medina version of the fashion catalogue. 

Twenty years later, the illusion does not 
remain The "modern" jewelry store of the 
rue Carnot is still housed in the hut of 
ramshackle boards; Rebeuss' "modern" 
restaurant serves adequate portions on 
ever more wobbly tables, Pikine's 
"modern" clock and watch shops work at 
slow speed; and the "modern" tailor has 
some difficulty in collecting on the cledit 
he extends. People are now starting to 
doubt the imported model, and are looking 
for alternatives. Since the political and 
intellectual elites were unable to offel new 
myths of national development, the in
habitants of the working-class districts 
have had to look for other values, which 
surface, day after day, in the form of 
images on the walls of the districts. First of 
all, there are those of well-being sym
bolized by abundant food The' Moorish 
dibiteries (outlets)' are among them On 
one side, they show the dibi seller in his 
turban, with his big knife in his hand, and 
on the other a well-fattened sheep or a leg 
of mutton That is also the case of certain 
gargotes (cheap restaurants) that show a 
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Sheikh Amadou Bamba's opposition to the colonial conquest at the entrance to a warehouse fOl 
building materials in Dakm Mow'ide flescoes by a populm artist in Hann-Pecheur Refelences to 
Islam and to anti-colonial resistance 

Photo J J Guibbel t 

Wall paintings onlesidential bllildings In Pikine, this indil'idllal asselll his membelship in Mouridism 
by dew/Gting his facade ll'ith Sheikh Amadoll Bamba, the foundel of the b/Othelhood, and with 
Sheikh Ibra Fall, his filSl sen 'ant 

Photo J J Guibbel t 



"Key to the Globe" locksmith's shop in Pikine 

Photo J J Gllibbel t 

Popular restaU/ants in G/{lIld- Yoff Pikine and Dakar 

Photo J J Gllibbert 
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Cloth salesroom "To be up to date, 
lemembel the blue doors". Ziguinchor 

Photo: J J Guibbert 

shapely young woman offering you an 
appetizing plate of chicken. 

Others put a dash of humor or a bit of 
poetry on their signs. A fabrics shop in 
Ziguinchor urges us: "To be up to date, 
think about the blue doors," using some 
Surrealistic language involuntarily A 
Pi kine locksmith offers us "the key to the 
globe." At the Paradis Hotel, people take 
their siestas in front of the door, since its 
sheet-metal roof has turned it into an oven 
at this hour And at the establishment of 
Lamine Kabirou Mbodj, a dibi seller in 
Pikine, the sign is inspired by humoristic 
scenes of the painters offixes, or paint
ings on glass 

But what one finds more and more at the 
entrances to the shops and stalls, and on 
the walls of the working-class districts of 
Dakar, are references to Islam. 

Modernist values have diappointed 
people, and they are again turning toward 
tradition. 

The Mourides, with their well-known 
proselytism, blazed the trail. One can no 
longer count the number of representa
tions of Sheikh Amadou Bamba, the 
founder of the brotherhood, and of his 
faithful servant Djibril on the walls of the 
working-class districts Thus we find 
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Paradise Hotel in Dakm 
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woodworking and cabinet-making shops, 
photo studios, tailors, dibiteries, sellers of 
building materials, iron merchants, sellers 
of second-hand materials, etc. - all
dedicated to the founder of Mouridism-

The references, incidentally, are not 
always innocent ones, and not always 
devoid of (commercial) ulterior motives. 
Conversions to Mouridism are multiplying 
It is a way of integrating oneself into the 
vast network of patronage and protection 
that the Mourides have woven into the 
Senegalese economy', and also a means of 
attracting protection. Take the shanty
town of Rebeuss, just a few steps away 
from the city center, in the shadow of the 
tall buildings of the Plateau. This settle
ment, considered a disgraceful eyesore 
bordering the elegant city, has long been 
threatened by an eviction plan. This plan 
endangers the existence of a substantial 
community of artisans' that turns out the 
bulk of the household equipment for 
Dakar's working-class homes. Hence the 
Rebeuss artisans try to find a counter
measure. As a concession to modernity, 
they install a cement block arrangement in 
front of their wooden huts to hide the 
structures threatened with destruction, in 
accordance with a well-known technique of 
"screened urbanism" But in the interest 
of greater safety, they paint a protective 

Wall paintings outside a factory by "Papisto Boy". 

Photo J J Guibbelt 

symbol on this facade the Great Mosque 
of Touba. I do not know just how effective 
the symbol was, but the air in Rebeuss 
does indeed still ring with the hammering 
of these boiler-makers ... 

One has to respect the rules of that 
particular game. That was not the case of 
the owner of a liquor shop who had 
decided to devote his facade to Sheikh 
Amadou Bamba. The Mouride bayefalilO 

did not care for this, and after a fruitless 
warning, they sacked the establishment 
from top to bottom. And that was the end 
of the affair. This was an exception Most 
of the time, the artisans thus win a form of 
protection that is not always symbolic. 
Overwhelmed for a time by Mouride 
proselytism, the Tidjanes ll decided to react 
and to publicize their allegiance as well. 
Thus in Rebeuss, references to the great 
Tidjane marabouts peacefully coexist with 
the symbols of Mouridism, and Pikine 
dedicated one of its bakeries to the sel ignes 
Mansour Sy and Khalifatou Ababacar Sy. 

Paintings are creative, and hence indica
tive of changes rooted in a culture. 

Papisco boy, a self-taught painter, was 
able l

' to decorate the fifty meters of the 
walls of a suburban Dakar factory with the 
ancient and modern myths of Senegalese 
society. From Marne Boumba to Jimmy 
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Papisto Boy's interpletation of Memiwata, a mythological Aflican pelsonality 
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Hendrix and Mohamed Ali, he dedicated a 
fresco in ocher, red and black to the 
creation of the black man and to what he is 
becoming. 

These frescoes and these drawings offer us 
a change from the exercises - often sterile 
- of the easel painters They put rhythm 
into the daily setting of the inhabitants of 
the Dakar districts, and play their role in 
the genesis of a truly popular culture For 
these reasons their humor, their poetry, 
and sometimes their awkwardness deserve 
our full attention. 

Reference Notes 

1 Warning: This text is not the product of a real 
study It is the vision of a Sunday s!toller who likes to 
wander about in the working·class districts of Dakar 
Hence the reader will be so kind as to excuse the 
inadequacies But it also expresses the conviction that, 
beyond any kind of folkloric appreciation, these forms 
of popular expression deserve more thorough-going 
research 

2 "Upon retUlning flom Mecca, the pilgrims recount 
their trip on their walls, at the same time as they call 
themselves Hadji", in Gilles de Bure, Walls ill the City 
(Des mllrs dans la ville) (Paris, Equerre publishing 
company, 1981) 

3 Modern business center and originally the head
quarters of the European community 

4 lean-Paul BOUldier, "Houses in Upper Volta," 
MimGl, No 4,1982 

5 A work by Michele Strobel, a former professor at 
the Dakat Arts School, is being prepared on this 
subject 

6 Rice with fish, a Senegalese culinary specialty 

7 Establishments where people eat grilled 
sheepmeat, and which a reporter on the SoleU, the 
national daily newspaper, called "the tea 100m of the 
avel age Dakarois " 

8 Cf Gerard Salem, De la brousse au Boul'mich, 
(FlOm the bush to the Boulevard Saint-Michel (in 
Paris). Calliels d'Etl/des aflicailles 81-83. Villes 
africaincs au microscope. Ecole des hautcs etudcs en 
scicnccs sociales. Paris 1982 

9 Cf Chris Gerry, Petits plOducteurs dalls 
/'economie llIbaille (Small plOducers in the urban 
economy), ENDA, 1976, mimeographed 

Papisto Boy's painting of Assane Diouf, 
Senegalese boxing champion. 

Photo J.J. Guibbelt 
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\0 Internal categor y of the Mouride brotherhood 
enjoying some special rights and obligations, and which 
Olganizes, among other things, its private police force 

\I Moslem brotherhood that is, in numbers, the 
most important one in Senegal 

12 Despite the ill-natured outbursts of an owner who 
is not very sensitive to this form of artistic expression 


